Adult Education At A Glance
For March 2019

Jewish Learning for Jewish Living

Sunday Seminars and Special Events for March, 2019

Parent Education – "Chai" Lights of our school Curriculum (Taught for adults)
March 17, 2019 (10:00AM)
Curious about what the kids are learning in Sunday school? Join Rabbi Weinberg for this three part
series for discussion and conversation about three key tenets of the Temple Beth Israel Religious
school "Chai Curriculum" - Torah, Avodah (Worship), and G'milut Chasadim (acts of loving kindness).

The Lighter Side of Yiddish - Wednesday, March 27, 2019 (12:00PM)
Enjoy a deli lunch ($10) while you learn the interesting origins of many popular Yiddish words
and phrases and what they really mean. Our member, Harold Levine, will also relate amusing
anecdotes about some popular Yiddish expressions. Harold will also reveal how the Lone Ranger &
Tonto and Captain Midnight greatly inspired his interest in Yiddish. This presentation will be
informative and entertaining and will include some things that your grandmother never taught you.
RSVP required.

On going learning

Hebrew language classes (Most Sunday Morning when Bet Midrash is in session 9:00am, 10:00am,
11:00am) Lorge Study
Interested in studying Hebrew? Studied in the past but ready to brush up? Come and study Hebrew
in this supportive atmosphere with Rabbi Jim Sagarin. This class is available to anyone who is
interested in learning no matter the level. (Modern Hebrew - 9am; Beginning Hebrew – 10am;
Advanced Hebrew – 11am) Contact Rabbi Jim Sagarin for placement. James.sagarin@gmail.com
Books of Samuel Torah 101 – (Most Sunday Morning when Bet Midrash is in session - 9:00am) Kiddush
Room
If you missed the First Book of Samuel last year, rest easy, as Torah 101 will take up a reading of The
Second Book of Samuel this season beginning on Sunday September 16th from 9-10:00am. Led by
congregants for congregants and requiring no previous knowledge, we will meet every Sunday during
the school year, in order to read one short chapter together and then talk about its interpretation, both
from a historical point of view as well as its meaning and relevance for us today. Some of the themes
raised by this very important Biblical text include the origins of political power, the values underlying
moral leadership, the corruptibility of leaders, the nature of love and friendship and our connection to
a higher power. Please join us for a spirited discussion in which all viewpoints are welcome. The
class does not require any permanent commitment and all are encouraged to drop by at any point
during the semester.

Questions regarding an Adult Education Program? Contact:
Richard Rotberg (YOAHV@aol.com) or

Wendy Fox (wfox@arielinvestments.com)
For Hebrew Class placement:

Rabbi Jim Sagarin (james.sagarin@gmail.com)

Temple Beth Israel
3601 W Dempster St
Skokie IL 60076
847.675.0951

